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Chromatin boundaries are architectural elements that determine the three-dimensional folding of the chromatin fiber and orga-
nize the chromosome into independent units of genetic activity. The Fab-7 boundary from theDrosophila bithorax complex
(BX-C) is required for the parasegment-specific expression of the Abd-B gene. We have used a replacement strategy to identify
sequences that are necessary and sufficient for Fab-7 boundary function in the BX-C. Fab-7 boundary activity is known to de-
pend on factors that are stage specific, and we describe a novel700-kDa complex, the late boundary complex (LBC), that binds
to Fab-7 sequences that have insulator functions in late embryos and adults. We show that the LBC is enriched in nuclear ex-
tracts from late, but not early, embryos and that it contains three insulator proteins, GAF, Mod(mdg4), and E(y)2. Its DNA bind-
ing properties are unusual in that it requires a minimal sequence of>65 bp; however, other than a GAGAmotif, the three Fab-7
LBC recognition elements display few sequence similarities. Finally, we show that mutations which abrogate LBC binding in
vitro inactivate the Fab-7 boundary in the BX-C.
Chromosomes of multicellular eukaryotes are subdivided intoautonomous domains by special elements called chromatin
boundaries or insulators (1–6). The classically defined functions
ascribed to boundaries/insulators include an enhancer- or silencer-
blocking activity and an ability to bring distant chromosomal DNA
segments into close proximity (7–19). Genome-wide chromatin
immunoprecipitations (ChIPs) with known insulator proteins to-
gether with chromatin conformation capture experiments indi-
cate that insulators are ubiquitous features of chromosomes from
flies to human, demarcating distinct chromatin and regulatory do-
mains and helping mediate long-range interactions (20–30).
Although boundaries were discovered 25 years ago, our knowl-
edge about the cis-acting sequences and trans-acting factors that
confer activity remains rudimentary. The most thoroughly char-
acterized Drosophila insulator is from the gypsy transposon and
consists of reiterated sites for a single DNA binding protein (31,
32). In contrast, endogenous fly insulators are generated by a
unique assemblage of proteins on heterogeneous and rather large
(250 bp) sequences (33–40). Moreover, in the few examples that
have been studied in detail, this assemblage is a composite of func-
tionally redundant cis/trans elements, with no single element be-
ing absolutely essential (3, 37–41). A further complication is the
fact that insulators are not autonomous. Instead, their activities
depend upon other insulators in the neighborhood (3, 12–15, 30,
42–46). This means that insulators cannot be studied in isolation
but, rather, must be analyzed in appropriate experimental con-
texts.
One context in which boundaries are known to play critical
regulatory roles is the Drosophila bithorax complex (BX-C) (47,
48). The BX-C contains three homeotic genes, Ultrabithorax
(Ubx), abdominal-A (abd-A), and Abdominal-B (Abd-B), which
are responsible for specifying the parasegments (PS5 to PS13) that
make up the posterior two-thirds of the fly (49, 50). An300-kb
regulatory region that is organized into three gene-specific tran-
scriptionally associated regulatory domains (TARDs) orchestrates
the parasegment-specific expression of the three homeotic genes.
For example, the Abd-B TARD contains four parasegment-spe-
cific cis-regulatory domains, iab-5, iab-6, iab-7, and iab-8, which
direct Abd-B expression in PS10, PS11, PS12, and PS13, respec-
tively (Fig. 1A) (47, 48).
In order to properly specify PS identity, individual PS-specific
cis-regulatory domains in each TARD must be able to function
autonomously. Boundaries (Fub, Fab-3 to -8, and MCP) (Fig. 1A)
bracketing each cis-regulatory domain confer this autonomous
activity. The most thoroughly characterized of these BX-C insula-
tors is Fab-7, which is located between iab-6 and iab-7 (Fig. 1A)
(38, 51–54). Deletions of Fab-7 result in a complex mixture of
gain- and loss-of-function (GOF and LOF, respectively) pheno-
types in PS11, which arise because of cross talk between regulatory
elements in the iab-6 and iab-7 regulatory domains (38). Like
other fly boundary elements, BX-C insulators also function in
enhancer/silencer-blocking transgene assays. In addition to pre-
venting cross talk between adjacent cis-regulatory domains, BX-C
insulators must permit interactions between the cis-regulatory
domains and their homeotic gene targets (30). For example, the
three cis-regulatory domains in the Abd-B TARD (iab-5, iab-6,
and iab-7) must be able to bypass one or more insulators to con-
tact the Abd-B promoter (Fig. 1A).
A combination of P-element excisions in BX-C and transgene
assays have mapped Fab-7 to a 1.2-kb DNA segment that includes
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three chromatin-specific major nuclease-hypersensitive sites, the
minor site “*” and major sites HS1 and HS2 (Fig. 1B) (38, 53–55).
These studies also showed that although Fab-7 is active through-
out development irrespective of cell or tissue type, this constitu-
tive activity is generated by subelements whose activity is develop-
mentally restricted. The first hint of developmentally restricted
activity came from mutations in the GAGA factor (GAF) binding
sites in the largest hypersensitive region, HS1 (Fig. 1B) (56). While
mutation in GAGA motifs 1 through 5 (GAGA1–5) weakened the
insulator activity of the 1.2-kb Fab-7 element in transgene assays
at all stages, mutations in the proximal GAGA motifs, GAGA1 and
GAGA2, had an effect only in early embryos. In contrast, muta-
tions in GAGA motifs 3 and 4 had the opposite effect; they weak-
ened insulator activity from midembryogenesis onwards but not
in early embryos. Further evidence that HS1 is composed of sub-
elements with developmentally restricted activities came from
multimerizing the proximal (p) and distal (d) halves of HS1 (39).
pHS1, which spans GAGA sites 1 and 2, has enhancer-blocking
FIG 1 The bithorax complex (BX-C) and Fab-7. (A) Genomic map showing the cis-regulatory regions within the bithorax complex (BX-C) located on the 3R
chromosome. The two BX-C genes, abd-A and Abd-B, along with their nine regulatory domains (iab-2 to iab-9) are illustrated. BX-C insulators (20, 40, 52, 92)
that are interspersed between the chromosomal domains are depicted as rectangular boxes of different colors. (B) A schematic drawing of the Fab-7 insulator
(1.2 kb) and the probes used for electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs). DNase I-hypersensitive regions *, HS1, and HS2 are shown as orange boxes.
Within HS1, the binding sites for GAGA factor (GAF) are shown as purple lines (GAGAG). The distal part of dHS1 corresponding to probes G34 and G56
is enlarged. The names, sizes, and locations of the various probes derived from dHS1 are illustrated.
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activity in early embryos but not thereafter. Conversely, dHS1,
which spans GAGA motifs 3 to 6, blocks enhancer-promoter in-
teractions from midembryogenesis onwards, even more effi-
ciently than Fab-7 itself. However, dHS1 had only weak to mod-
erate blocking activity in early embryos. Subsequent experiments
showed that the early insulator activity of pHS1 depends in part
upon the heterotrimeric Elba factor, which binds to an 8-bp se-
quence, GGAATAAG, located between GAGA sites 1 and 2 (57,
58). Elba DNA binding activity is detected in early, 0- to 6-h,
embryonic nuclear extracts but not in late, 6- to 18-h, nuclear
extracts. Moreover, as with pHS1, a multimerized 27-bp oligonu-
cleotide spanning the Elba recognition sequence is sufficient to
confer insulator activity in transgene assays in early embryos but
not later in development. Elba factor DNA binding and insulator
activity is developmentally restricted because midblastula transi-
tion genes encode two of the three Elba proteins (57).
Most of the detailed functional analysis of Fab-7 has relied on
transgene assay, and these experiments have focused largely,
though not exclusively, on sequences from HS1. Consequently, it
remains uncertain whether the sequences/developmentally re-
stricted factors implicated in insulator function in transgene as-
says are important for the proper functioning of Fab-7 in its en-
dogenous context. To address this issue, we developed a BX-C
landing platform that can be used to replace Fab-7. Using this
platform, we show that the500-bp HS1 sequence is both neces-
sary and sufficient for full insulator function in the BX-C. In con-
trast, sequences spanning the other Fab-7 hypersensitive sites are
not essential for insulator function. While the functioning of the
Elba complex in the early insulator activity of the pHS1 subele-
ment has been documented, little is known about the factors that
interact with the dHS1 subelement and are responsible for insu-
lator activity later in development. Here, we report the identifica-
tion of a very large developmentally regulated protein complex,
called the late boundary complex (LBC), which binds to three
65-bp recognition elements in the late dHS1 region and is re-
quired for Fab-7 insulator activity in the context of the BX-C.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Nuclear extracts. Nuclear extracts from 0- to 6-h and 6- to 18-h embryos,
utilized for electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) and size exclu-
sion chromatography, were prepared using methods adopted from previ-
ously published procedures (58). For 6- to 18-h extracts, 0- to 12-h em-
bryos from Oregon R were collected from apple juice plates and aged 6 h
at room temperature. The final dialysis step described by Aoki et al. (58)
was omitted, and the extraction was completed with the final concentra-
tion of KCl as 360 mM.
Probes. Using a 3.35-kb Fab-7 HindIII-to-XbaI fragment inserted in
pBluescript as a template, probes pdHS1, G34, and G56 were obtained
by PCR. The following primers were used to generate the probes: pdHS1,
chromosome 3R (starting position to ending position) 16899048 to
16899147; pdHS1 forward (pdHS1-F), CATTGGGGCATATCAACGCG;
pdHS1 reverse (pdHS1-R), GCTTATATTTACTACTGCACCTGTTC
ACG; G34, chromosome 3R 16899107 to 16899240; G34-F, CAA
AGAGCGACACGTGAACAG; G34-R, GGTGTGCGTGCGGTTCTC;
G56, chromosome 3R 16899215 to 16899339; G56-F, CGTGATAAG
AGAACCGCACGC; G56-R, CGAACGGCAACTGAATTCCAATC. Se-
quence numbers are based on the new Drosophila melanogaster Release_6
assembly from the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (BDGP).
The remaining probes were obtained with PCR using G34 and
G56 as templates along with the appropriate primers. The exact se-
quences and locations of these primers are available upon request.
EMSA. One picomole of probe was 5= end labeled with [-32P]ATP
(MP Biomedicals) using T4 polynucleotide kinase (New England Bio-
Labs) in a 50-l total reaction volume at 37°C for a period of 1 h. Columns
packed with Sephadex G-50 fine gel (Amersham Biosciences) were used to
separate free ATP from the labeled probes. The volume of the sample
eluted from the column was adjusted to 100 l using deionized water so
that the final concentration of the probe was 10 fmol/l.
Binding reactions were performed in a 20-l volume consisting of 25
mM Tris-Cl (pH 7.4), 100 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1 mM dithiothreitol,
0.1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), 0.03 mg/ml bovine se-
rum albumin, 10% glycerol, 0.25 mg/ml poly(dA-dT) · poly(dA-dT) and
20 g of protein derived from nuclear extract or an equal volume of 360
mM nuclear extraction buffer. In some samples, unlabeled competitor
DNA was included so that the final concentration of the competitor would
be in 5- to 100-fold excess. The reaction mixtures containing the 32P-
labeled DNA probes were incubated for 30 min at room temperature with
or without 20 g of nuclear extracts derived from 0- to 6-h (early) and 6-
to 18-h (late) embryos and loaded onto precleared 4% acrylamide– bis-
acrylamide gels in 0.5 Tris-borate-EDTA (TBE)–2.5% glycerol gel.
Binding reactions were electrophoresed at 180 V for 3 to 4 h with 0.5
TBE–2.5% glycerol running buffer at 4°C, dried, and imaged using a Ty-
phoon 9410 scanner and Image Gauge software and/or X-ray film.
For supershift experiments, antibodies against different insulator-as-
sociated proteins were incubated in the reaction mixtures along with 32P-
labeled DNA probes and nuclear extracts for 30 min at room temperature.
Supershift experiments were carried out using 1 l of rat polyclonal anti-
bodies against GAF and E(y)2 or 1 l of rabbit polyclonal against Mod-
(mdg4) in each 20-l reaction mixture. Antibodies were generously do-
nated by Anton Golovnin and Pavel Georgiev [GAF, E(y)2, Mod(mdg4),
and CP190], Elissa Lei [Mod(mdg4)], Carl Wu (GAF), and David
Gilmour (GAF). One microliter of rat or rabbit serum was used as a
control.
Size exclusion chromatography. Nuclear extracts derived from 6- to
18-h embryos were fractionated using size exclusion chromatography
(Superdex 200 16/60 column; GE Healthcare). Molecular mass markers
ranging from 1,350 to 670,000 Da (Bio-Rad) were used as gel filtration stan-
dards to calculate the partition coefficient and estimate the size of LBC.
Generation of the Fab-7attP50 integration platform. The strategy to
create the Fab-7attP50 landing platform is diagrammed in Fig. S1 in the
supplemental material. A donor template composed of a 3.6-kb HindIII
fragment spanning the Fab-7 boundary and adjacent iab-7 Polycomb re-
sponse element (PRE) was generated (from chromosome 3R position
16897271 to position 16900888). Within this fragment an attP minimal
element of 50 bp (59) was inserted along with a loxP site (60) near the
unique NcoI site at position 16898070. A second loxP site together with an
Flp recognition target (FRT) site was inserted at position 16900020, just
adjacent to the distal endpoint of the hypersensitive region, HS3, that
corresponds to the iab-7 PRE. Note that the FRT sequence contains an
XbaI site that is unique in this donor plasmid as well as in the next plas-
mid, KSattBFLFab7ry, depicted in Fig. S1 in the supplemental material.
The donor template was introduced by P-element transformation. One of
the third chromosome inserts of this donor was then recombined with the
Fab-7 bluetail transposon insertion. A double-strand break for gene con-
version at the site of the bluetail insertion was generated by mobilizing the
P-elements (see reference 45 for a detailed description of the gene conver-
sion strategy). Out of 58 ry flies, two individuals had integrated the
attP50 sequence along with the two loxP sites. As expected, these individ-
uals are fully wild type (WT). Excision of the Fab-7 was recovered on the
basis of its Fab-7 GOF phenotype after a cross with a line expressing Cre
recombinase (60).
Integration of modified Fab-7 elements within the Fab-7attP50 plat-
form. Figure S1 in the supplemental material shows the structure of the
KSattBFLFab7ry vector that was used for insulator replacements in the
Fab-7attP50 platform (WT replacement is depicted here). All elements
were assembled within the KSpBluescript vector. The plasmid contains, in
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the following order, a full-length attB sequence (59) followed by the same
Fab-7 fragment that is deleted in the Fab-7attP50 platform along with the
FRT sequence cloned just downstream from the HS3 PRE. The rosy gene
carried on a 7.2-kb HindIII fragment extracted from the Carnegie 3 vector
(61) was chosen because of its non-cell-autonomous behavior (a white
gene inserted in the BX-C is typically silenced in the eye disk). A loxP
sequence was placed at the 3= end of the rosy marker gene.
Integration of the KSattBFLFab7ry plasmid within Fab-7attP50 was
achieved by injecting the plasmid into progeny from a cross of Fab-7attP50
males to females carrying a P{y; nos-	C31-nos} transgene inserted onto
the X chromosome as a source of integrase (62). These females also carried
two third-chromosome balancers, MKRS/TM2. The emerging Go indi-
viduals were then crossed to TM2/MKRS flies, and the resulting integrants
were recognized on the basis of their ry eyes. The ry and plasmid se-
quences were then flipped, introducing a source of flippase (63) and se-
lecting ry progeny. All stocks are available upon request.
RESULTS
HS1 is necessary and sufficient for Fab-7 insulator activity. Pre-
vious studies on Fab-7 in its endogenous context relied on the
bluetail (btl) transposon inserted between HS2 and the iab-7 Poly-
comb response element (PRE) in HS3 (Fig. 2A) (52, 64). All of the
Fab-7 mutations generated by imprecise excision of bluetail had
one endpoint at the transposon insertion site and extended prox-
imally through HS2 and into and beyond HS1. Since the smallest
deletions with a Fab-7 mutant phenotype had breakpoints in HS1
or removed HS1, we concluded that HS1 must be intact for proper
Fab-7 boundary function. However, it was not possible to use this
P-element-based mutagenesis to determine whether HS2 is also
important for boundary function, nor was it possible to directly
manipulate Fab-7 sequences. For this reason, we generated a
phiC31-based integration platform (Fab-7attP50) in which the re-
gion spanning the minor nuclease-hypersensitive site (*) and
three major nuclease-hypersensitive sites (HS1 to HS3) was de-
leted and replaced by a minimal attP site target for the phiC31
integrase (see Materials and Methods and Fig. S1A in the supple-
mental material) (45, 62, 65). We then constructed an attB inte-
gration plasmid with a rosy (ry) marker and restriction sites for
FIG 2 (A) Identifying sequences required for Fab-7 boundary activity in the BX-C. The Fab-7 boundary and abutting PRE (WT) are drawn on top with the four
nuclease-hypersensitive regions, *, HS1, HS2, and HS3, as indicated. The location of the bluetail transposon insertion (btl) is indicated by a triangle. Shown in the
second line (Fab-7attP50) are the sequences of Fab-7 to the iab-7 PRE that are deleted in the Fab-7attP50 	C31 integration platform. Note that this 1,949-bp-long
deletion removes all four HS regions as well as flanking DNA sequences (see Materials and Methods). The structures (and coordinates; from release 6 of the BDGP
Drosophila genome) of the HS1 and HS2 deletions are indicated in the next two lines [Fab-7
HS1 and Fab-7(
HS2)]. The last line in panel A [Fab-7(HS1PRE)]
shows the structure of the attP50 rescue construct in which only HS1 and HS3 are included. (B to G) Cuticles of the posterior abdominal segments of a wild-type
male and of males homozygous for Fab-7(HS1PRE) (HS1HS3), Fab-7(
HS2), Fab-7attP50, Fab-7
HS1, and Fab-7GAGAG1– 6, respectively (see Mihaly et al. for
a detailed description of cuticular phenotypes [38]). Note that WT males (B) have only six abdominal segments as well as genitalia and analia that are visible at
the posterior of each cuticle. The seventh abdominal segments present in embryos and larvae disappear by apoptosis during metamorphosis (93). Because of the
GOF transformation of A6 into A7, males homozygous for deletions like Fab-7attP50 (E) that remove both the Fab-7 insulator and the iab-7 PRE have only five
abdominal segments (compare panels B and E). While Fab-7(
HS2) males resemble the wild type (compare panels B and D), Fab-7
HS1 (F) males exhibit mixed
loss- and gain-of-function phenotypes. As expected from a GOF transformation, the A6 segment is significantly reduced in size. On the other hand, the small
patches of residual tissues in A6 have a PS10/A5 identity, which is characteristic of a LOF transformation. Fab-7GAGAG1– 6 (G) has mutations in GAGA motifs 1
to 6, plus mutations in two GAGAA motifs, as described in the text. Its phenotype is the same as that of Fab-7
HS1 (compare panels F and G).
Wolle et al.














introducing DNAs of interest (see Fig. S1B). Once integrated, the
ry marker and integration plasmid are inserted within the BX-C
between the end of HS3 and the rest of the iab-7 region. These
foreign sequences can be removed by an FRT/flipase site-specific
recombination system (63).
Since the integration platform deletes both the boundary and
the HS3 iab-7 PRE, it has a strong Fab-7 gain-of-function pheno-
type (GOF) in which the sixth abdominal segment (A6) is com-
pletely transformed into a copy of A7 (a type 1 Fab-7 phenotype in
Mihaly et al. [38]) (Fig. 2E). As expected, reinserting the deleted
DNA segment into Fab-7attP50 fully reverts the GOF Fab-7 pheno-
type, giving rise to wild-type flies (data not shown). Complete
rescue is also observed prior to flipping out the ry and plasmid
sequences, indicating that increasing the distance between iab-6
and its Abd-B target promoter does not by itself impede the activ-
ity of the iab-6 cis-regulatory domain.
We next tested the activity of Fab-7 insulators lacking either




HS2 insulator appears to be almost fully functional, and
most flies homozygous for this deletion look like wild-type flies
(Fig. 2D). However, occasionally males were observed that had a
single bristle on the sixth sternite. The presence of bristles on the
sixth sternite is indicative of a transformation toward A5 (PS11¡
PS10) identity, which arises from the spread of Polycomb group
(PcG) gene silencing from the inactive iab-7 cis-regulatory do-
main into iab-6. In addition to the weak expression displayed by

HS2, the penetrance of the sternite PS11¡PS10 transformation
is also very low, and the frequency of males with a bristle on the
sixth sternite is less than 5%. This defect in insulator activity also
appears to be tissue specific as we did not observe any trichomes
(small hairs found in A5 and more anterior tergites) in the sixth
tergite of homozygous 
HS2 males.
A quite different result is obtained for Fab-7
HS1. As shown in
Fig. 2F, the
HS1 deletion inactivates the Fab-7 boundary, result-
ing in a mixed GOF/LOF phenotype in PS11/A6 that is the same as
that observed for class II deletions generated by imprecise excision
of the bluetail transposon (38). On the dorsal side, the sixth tergite
is almost completely missing, as expected when iab-7 is ectopically
activated in PS11 cells. The small patches of “ A6” tergite remain-
ing (white circles) are covered by trichomes, which means that
these cells have a PS10 (A5), not PS11 (A6), identity. On the ven-
tral side, the presence of bristles (Fig. 2F, black circle) on the di-
minutive sternite indicates that the cells have assumed a PS10
identity. Taken together, these findings show that HS1 is essential
for Fab-7 insulator activity, while HS2 is not. This conclusion is
supported by an experiment in which we tested whether the HS1
sequence alone is sufficient to rescue the *-HS1-HS2 deletion in
Fab-7attP50. As evident from the wild-type abdomen shown in Fig.
2C, the HS1 sequence is not only necessary but also sufficient for
full Fab-7 boundary function in an otherwise wild-type back-
ground.
A late-stage-specific factor binds to different dHS1 se-
quences. Previous studies showed that HS1 is composed of sub-
elements that have developmentally restricted activities. Since an
insulator complex, Elba, that functions in early embryos has al-
ready been described, we sought to identify factors responsible for
HS1 insulator activity from midembryogenesis onwards. Trans-
gene experiments and partial Fab-7 deletions indicate that the late
factor(s) must interact with sequences in the dHS1 region of HS1
(Fig. 1). Within dHS1 we found that the proximal half (Fig. 1B,
dHS1A) had even stronger late blocking activity in transgene as-
says than the full-lengthFab-7 (when multimerized) but displayed
no blocking activity in early embryos (39). In contrast, the distal
half (dHS1B) had weak to moderate blocking activity throughout
most of development. To identify factors that interact with these
sequences we subdivided dHS1 into three overlapping probes,
pdHS1A, G34, and G56 (in Fig. 1B pdHS1A together with
G34 corresponds to dHS1A, while G56 corresponds to
dHS1B). The most proximal, pdHS1A, is 100 bp and extends from
the proximal end of dHS1 to just before GAGA motif 3. The cen-
tral probe, G34, is 130 bp and spans GAGA motifs 3 and 4.
Finally the 125-bp distal probe, G5 6, includes all of dHS1B and
contains GAGA motifs 5 and 6. We used these probes for electro-
phoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs) with nuclear extracts de-
rived from early (0- to 6-h) or late (6- to 18-h) embryos. From our
functional studies (39), we anticipated that the late factors would
associate primarily with the proximal pdHS1A and/or G34
probes. In contrast, G56 should differ from pdHS1A and G34
in that it would likely be recognized either by continuously ex-
pressed factors or by a combination of early and late factors.
While the proximal pdHS1A probe gave only weak and vari-
able shifts, several quite prominent shifts with distinct stage spec-
ificity were reproducibly detected with G34 and G56 (Fig. 3A).
As expected from our enhancer-blocking assays, a shift is observed
with early nuclear extracts for probe G56. However, the shift of
most interest is the very prominent slowly migrating band in nu-
clear extracts prepared from late embryos. This shift is detected
with G34 and G56 and has the stage specificity expected for
late insulator activity as extracts from early embryos generate only
a weakly labeled shift (Fig. 3A). Since these two probes give similar
shifts, we suspected that they are bound by the same factor(s) in
late nuclear extracts. To determine if this is correct, we did cross-
competition experiments. As illustrated in Fig. 3B, the G34 shift
can be competed by excess cold G34 or G56. Conversely, the
late shift detected with G56 can be competed with excess cold
G56 or G34. We have called the factor generating this late shift
the LBC (late boundary complex).
As probes G34 and G56 have a 31-bp overlap, it was pos-
sible that this sequence contains the LBC recognition motif. How-
ever, this is not the case. The 31-bp sequence gives a shift with early
and late nuclear extracts that migrates much more rapidly than the
shift observed with probe G34 or G56 (data not shown). In
addition, the 31-bp sequence does not compete the LBC shift gen-
erated by probes G34 and G5G6 when it is added in excess
(Fig. 3B).
Defining the minimal LBC recognition element. To further
localize the LBC recognition sequences in G34 and G56, we
subdivided them into four 80-bp overlapping probes, GAGA3,
GAGA4, GAGA5, and GAGA6, so that each spans one of the dHS1
GAGA sites (Fig. 1B). Figure 4A shows that GAGA3, GAGA4, and
GAGA5 probes generate the LBC shift, while the probe GAGA6
does not. The yield of the LBC shift differs among the three probes.
The most strongly labeled LBC shift is observed with GAGA4
while the GAGA3 shift is intermediate, and the GAGA5 shift is the
weakest. Additionally, there are differences in the profiles of LBC
shifts generated by the three probes. The GAGA4 shift is typically
a composite of three to four closely spaced bands. In contrast, the
LBC complexes detected with GAGA3 are enriched for the more
slowly migrating GAGA4 shifts, while the complexes detected
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with GAGA5 usually correspond to the faster-migrating GAGA4
shifts (Fig. 4A).
The differences in the apparent affinities of the LBC for the
three 80-bp probes are recapitulated in competition experi-
ments. In the experiment shown in Fig. 4B, we challenged LBC-
GAGA3 complexes with increasing amounts of cold competitors.
Even at a 100-fold excess, a competitor spanning the pHS1 Elba
recognition sequence failed to interfere with LBC binding to
GAGA3. In contrast, cold GAGA3 or GAGA4 is an efficient com-
petitor. Of the two, GAGA4 appears to be marginally more effec-
tive than GAGA3. This small difference in affinity was also ob-
served in competition experiments when the labeled probe was
GAGA4 rather than GAGA3 (see Fig. S2A in the supplemental
material). As expected, GAGA5 is a less efficient competitor than
either GAGA3 or GAGA4 when it is used to challenge LBC binding
to GAGA3 (Fig. 4B) or GAGA4 (see Fig. S2A). As seen in Fig. 4B,
there is residual LBC binding to GAGA3 even when the GAGA5
sequence is present in 100-fold excess. Interestingly, while we
failed to detect an LBC shift with the GAGA6 probe, it competes,
albeit poorly, with LBC binding to GAGA3 (compare the GAGA3
LBC shift in the presence of 100-fold excess GAGA6 with the shift
in the presence of 100-fold excess of the Elba sequence). Similar
results were obtained when GAGA6 competed LBC binding to
GAGA5 (see Fig. S2B in the supplemental material).
Since the LBC binds with higher affinity to GAGA3 and
GAGA4 than to GAGA5 (or GAGA6), these two probes were used
to generate a series of terminal truncations to further localize the
recognition sequence. We anticipated that this approach would
allow us to map the LBC binding site to a smaller 20-bp se-
quence, which we could then further dissect using a series of base
pair substitutions. However, as illustrated in Fig. 5A, the LBC
requires an unusually long DNA sequence to generate a complex
sufficiently stable to give an electrophoretic mobility shift. Of the
terminal truncations shown in Fig. 5A, only the 65-bp probes,
GAGA3-65 and GAGA4-65, retain substantial LBC binding activ-
ity. All of the more extensive truncations of GAGA3 or GAGA4
largely abrogate LBC binding (Fig. 5A). In fact, LBC binding even
to the 65-bp probes is noticeably less than that observed for the
80-bp probes (Fig. 5A, compare lanes 2 and 12 with lanes 4 and
14). In spite of this reduced affinity, the two 65-bp probes resem-
ble their larger 80-bp counterparts. First, LBC appears to have
greater affinity for GAGA4-65 than for GAGA3-65 (compare
lanes 4 and 14). Second, the two 65-bp probes can compete with
each other for LBC binding. Third, LBC binding to GAGA3-65 or
GAGA4-65 (see Fig. S3A and B in the supplemental material) can
also be competed by GAGA3, GAGA4, and GAGA5.
TheGAGAmotif isnecessarybutnotsufficient forhigh-affinity
LBCbinding. In addition to the unusual length, sequence compar-
isons of the probes that generate stable electrophoretic mobility
shifts suggest that the LBC recognition properties must be com-
FIG 3 Multiple developmental-stage-specific binding activities are observed within the dHS1 region of Fab-7. (A) Gel shift analysis with probes derived from
dHS1 of Fab-7 demonstrates stage-specific binding activities. EMSAs were carried out as described in Materials and Methods with 32P-labeled DNA probes.
Probes pdHS1A, G34, and G56 were incubated with nuclear extracts derived from early (E; 0- to 6-h) and late (L; 6- to 18-h) embryos. The identities of the
binding activities with early- and late-stage specificity are represented with blue and black arrowheads, respectively. F, free probe. (B) EMSAs with late nuclear
extracts were performed with probes G34 (lanes 1 to 10) and G56 (lanes 11 to 20) in the absence (lanes 1, 2, 11, and 12) or presence (lanes 3 to 10 and 13 to
20) of cold competitor, as indicated above the lanes. A 50- or 100-fold excess of cold competitor was added to the reaction mixes.
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plex. The only sequence in common appears to be the GAF bind-
ing motif (66). Since the GAGA motifs in dHS1 are important for
late insulator activity in transgene assays, we tested whether LBC
binding to GAGA3-65 and GAGA4-65 requires the GAGA motif.
Figure 5A shows that mutations in the GAGA3-65 GAGA motif
largely disrupt LBC binding, while a residual shift is still observed
for GAGA4-65 (Fig. 5A). Mutations in the GAGA motifs of larger
probes spanning GAGA3 and/or GAGA4 also reduce LBC bind-
ing; however, the effects are somewhat less pronounced than those
observed for the two 65-bp probes (data not shown).
Since the GAGA motif appears to be important for LBC bind-
ing to the dHS1 probes, we wondered whether it is also sufficient
to generate the LBC shift in late nuclear extracts. To investigate
this question, we generated probes spanning three previously
characterized GAF binding sequences in the hsp70, histones H3
and H4, and alcohol dehydrogenase promoters (67–69). As illus-
trated for a probe from the hsp70 promoter in Fig. 5B, these GAF
binding sequences give shifts in late nuclear extracts that migrate
more rapidly than the shift generated by LBC (and seem to corre-
spond to several of the minor shifts often seen with GAGA3). In
addition, the hsp70GAF factor binding sequence is not an effective
competitor for LBC binding (Fig. 2B and 5C; see also Fig. S2 and
S3 in the supplemental material).
The GAGA factor is a component of the LBC. Though our
experiments indicate that the GAGA motifs in GAGA3-65 and
GAGA4-65 are important for LBC binding, a number of findings
would seem inconsistent with the involvement of GAF. To begin
with, the minimal LBC binding sequence is much larger than that
needed for complex formation by GAF. Additionally, several well-
characterized GAF binding sequences give shifts that are different
from LBC and fail to compete for LBC binding to Fab-7 dHS1
probes. To resolve these apparent discrepancies, we used GAF
antibodies in supershift experiments. We also tested Pipsqueak
(Psq), which, like GAF, recognizes the GAGA motif (70, 71). We
found that Psq antibodies failed to induce a supershift or to block
LBC binding (data not shown). In contrast, the GAGA3, GAGA4,
and GAGA5 LBC shifts can all be supershifted by a rat polyclonal
GAF antibody (Fig. 6A). The LBC supershifts do not appear to be
an anomaly of this particular GAF antibody as similar results were
obtained when two other independent rabbit polyclonal GAF an-
tibodies were used (data not shown).
A700-kDa multiprotein complex makes up the late-stage
insulator factor. The findings described in the previous sections
indicate that GAF is an important component of the LBC; how-
ever, the known properties of this protein would not account for
the unusually long and seemingly complex sequences that are re-
FIG 4 Late binding complex (LBC) recognizes sequences associated with the dHS1 GAGA motifs. (A) EMSA was performed with four 80-bp overlapping
fragments, GAGA3, GAGA4, GAGA5, and GAGA6. The labeled probes were incubated with early (E; 0- to 6-h) and late (L; 6- to 18-h) nuclear extracts. Binding
activities with early-stage (blue) and late-stage (black) specificity are indicated with arrowheads. F, unbound probe. (B) Cross-competition experiments with
GAGA3. Using labeled GAGA3 probe, EMSAs with late nuclear extracts were performed in the absence (lanes 1 and 2) or presence (lanes 3 to 20) of increasing
amounts of unlabeled cold competitor as indicated above the lanes. The Elba competitor is a 27-bp fragment derived from the pHS1 region of Fab-7. It fails to
compete for LBC binding and is used as a negative control. A 5-, 10-, 50-, or 100-fold excess of the cold competitor (69) was added to the reaction mixture. Black
arrowhead, LBC; F, free probe.
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quired to generate the LBC shift. One explanation for the novel
sequence recognition properties of the LBC is that it is a complex
of several proteins including GAF. Potentially, this complex could
be assembled, perhaps in a stepwise fashion, on LBC probes dur-
ing the incubation with the nuclear extracts. Alternatively, the
complex could exist preassembled in the extract, in which case it
would bind to DNA as a complex. To distinguish between these
possibilities, we fractionated late nuclear extracts by size exclusion
chromatography and then tested the fractions for LBC activity
using probe GAGA4. LBC activity was found in fractions 8 to 12,
which corresponds to a complex on the order of 700 kDa (Fig.
6B; see also Fig. S4 in the supplemental material).
The LBC has components in addition to GAF. The fact that
LBC exists as a preassembled complex in nuclear extracts and
exhibits DNA binding properties that differ substantially from
those of GAF alone would suggest that this complex must contain
additional protein species. To explore this possibility, we used
antibodies directed against known insulator proteins for super-
shift experiments. The antibodies tested included BEAF, CP190,
Elba, Enhancer of yellow 2 [E(y)2], Insensitive (Insv), Lola-like,
Mod(mdg4), Su(Hw), and Pita (11, 14, 24, 33, 35, 57, 72–82). Like
GAF (and Pipsqueak), CP190 and Lola-like have N-terminal BTB
protein-protein interaction domains and several C-terminal zinc
fingers that mediate DNA binding. Mod(mdg4) also has an N-ter-
minal BTB domain; however, the C-terminal half of the protein is
highly variable due to a complex pattern of alternative splicing.
The Elba complex and Insv bind DNA via conserved BEN do-
mains, while the Pita protein has a ZAD domain and binds DNA
via 10 C2H2 zinc fingers (79, 83). There are two BEAF isoforms,
which have different N-terminal DNA binding domains but share
a C-terminal interaction domain. Finally E(y)2 is a small, 101-
amino-acid protein that is widely conserved. In the case of BEAF,
CP190, Elba, Insv, Lola-like, and Pita, we did not observe an LBC
supershift, nor were there obvious reductions in the yield of the
LBC shift (data not shown). With the caveat that the epitopes
recognized by the antibodies might be hidden in the complex, it
would appear that these six proteins are not part of the LBC. On
the other hand, as shown in Fig. 7, both Mod(mdg4) and E(y)2
antibodies generated an LBC supershift. These findings would
suggest that in addition to GAF, Mod(mdg4) and E(y)2 are com-
ponents of the700-kDa LBC.
Fab-7 GAGA motifs are required for full insulator activity.
Transgene assays have shown that mutations in the GAGA3 and
GAGA4 motifs affect the enhancer-blocking activity of Fab-7 dur-
ing midembryogenesis and in adults (56). The experiments de-
scribed above suggest that this reduction in late blocking activity is
FIG5 Identification of the LBC binding sequence. (A) EMSAs were performed with a series of truncations of the 80-bp GAGA3 and GAGA4 probes. For GAGA3,
the truncations were 65 bp, 52 bp, and 40 bp in length. For GAGA4, the truncations were 65 bp, 50 bp, and 38 bp in length. The GAGAG motifs within GAGA3
and GAGA4 were mutated to ACAAA to produce two 65-bp fragments, GAGA3-65 GAGAG-mut and GAGA3-65 GAGAG-mut. Each subfragment was
incubated with nuclear extracts from late (L; 6- to 18-h) embryos. (B) EMSAs were carried out using a probe, hsp70-GAGAG, that spans a previously
characterized GAF binding sequence in the hsp70 promoter (69, 70). The GAGAG sequence within the hsp70 promoter was mutated to TCTCT to generate probe
hsp70-GAGAG-mut. (C) Labeled GAGA3-65 was incubated with nuclear extracts from late (6- to 18-h) embryos in the absence (lanes 1 and 2) and presence
(lanes 3 to 16) of unlabeled cold competitor as indicated above the lanes. A 5-, 10-, 50-, or 100-fold excess of the cold competitor (from the left to right lane,
respectively) of each set was added to the reaction mixture. Arrowheads, LBC; F, free probe.
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FIG 6 LBC is a 700-kDa complex that contains the GAGA factor (GAF). (A) The probes GAGA3, GAGA4, GAGA5, and GAGA6 of Fab-7 were incubated with
late nuclear extracts, without or with either a control rat serum (RS) (lanes 3, 7, 11, and 15) or a rat polyclonal anti-GAF antibody (-GAF) (lanes 4, 8, 13, and
15). Antibody supershifts (SS) are indicated. (B) EMSA using probe GAGA4 incubated with column fractions derived from late-stage nuclear extracts fraction-
ated by size exclusion chromatography. EMSAs using GAGA3 were used to detect the LBC in column fractions. The samples used in lanes 1 to 28 were incubated
with 10 l of the corresponding column fractions plus rat serum. The 6- to 18-h nuclear extracts (NE) were used as input (lane 30). The sizes of molecular mass
markers used as standards are listed above the appropriate column fractions. Arrowheads, LBC; F, free probe (see also Fig. S3 in the supplemental material).














likely due to impaired LBC binding. To explore this possibility
further, we used the Fab-7attP50 integration platform to test
whether the GAGA motifs in the LBC recognition elements are
important for Fab-7 insulator activity in the context of the BX-C.
For these experiments we introduced the GAGA motif mutations
in a Fab-7 fragment spanning *, HS1, and HS2 (that also includes
the HS3 iab-7 PRE). In addition to mutating the three GAGA
motifs implicated (directly, as with GAGA3 and GAGA4, or indi-
rectly, as with GAGA5) in LBC binding, we also mutated two other
GAGA motifs in the dHS1 sequence. One of these is GAGA6.
Though the LBC shift is not observed with the GAGA6 probe,
competition experiments indicated that LBC is nevertheless able
to bind, albeit weakly, to this region of dHS1. The other is an
evolutionarily conserved lower-affinity GAF recognition se-
quence, GAGAA, located nine nucleotides distal to GAGA4. Fi-
nally, to ensure that the phenotypic effects of mutations in the
dHS1 GAGA motifs are not masked by the boundary activity of
the pHS1 subelement, we mutated the two GAF binding se-
quences in pHS1 that are known to be important for pHS1 bound-
ary activity in transgene assays plus a low-affinity site at the prox-
imal end of pHS1 (56).
The phenotypic effects of the GAGA motif mutations on Fab-7
boundary activity in the BX-C recapitulate those observed when
the entire HS1 sequence is deleted (compare Fig. 2F and G). Like
Fab-7
HS1 flies, Fab-7GAGA1– 6 flies have a mixed GOF/LOF phe-
notype in PS11/A6. As expected when iab-7 is ectopically activated
in PS11 cells, only a residual sixth tergite and sternite remain in
Fab-7GAGA1– 6 males. The small patch of “A6” tergite tissue (white
circle) is covered by trichomes, implying that the surviving cells
have a PS10 (A5), not PS11 (A6), identity. Likewise, the residual
sternite (black circle) has bristles and thus has a PS10 identity. In
addition to demonstrating that the GAGA motifs in HS1 are es-
sential for boundary activity, the fact that mutations which com-
promise LBC binding to its recognition elements in dHS1 in vitro
disrupt boundary function in vivo argues that the LBC is a critical
component of the Fab-7 insulator.
DISCUSSION
We have used boundary replacement experiments to identify se-
quences in Fab-7 that are essential for its boundary functions in
the context of the BX-C. We show that the HS1 nuclease-hyper-
sensitive region is necessary for Fab-7 function. In contrast, the
nuclease-hypersensitive regions HS2 and also * (48) are not essen-
tial. Moreover, even though these sequences are known to con-
tribute to Fab-7 insulator activity in transgene assays (53), they
apparently harbor dispensable activities in the context of the BX-C
as the HS1 sequence alone is sufficient for full function.
Both transgene assays and partial Fab-7 deletions (39, 56) in-
dicate that HS1 is composed of subelements whose boundary ac-
tivity is developmentally restricted. Subelements in the proximal
half of HS1 (pHS1) confer insulator activity during early develop-
ment, while those in the distal half (dHS1) function (for the most
part) from midembryogenesis through to the adult stage. We have
shown previously that the early insulator activity of the pHS1 sub-
element is conferred, at least in part, by the heterotrimeric Elba
complex. Here, we have identified a novel protein complex, the
LBC, which binds to subelements in dHS1 that have insulator
activity in late embryos and in adult flies. Although a conclusive
demonstration that the LBC is responsible for Fab-7 late insulator
activity will require the identification of all of the protein compo-
nents of this complex, several lines of evidence provide a compel-
ling case that this suggestion is correct. The first is the develop-
mental profile. The LBC is enriched in nuclear extracts prepared
from late 6- to 18-h embryos, while only little LBC activity is
detected in extracts from early 0- to 6-h embryos. Second, the LBC
binds to multiple recognition elements in the dHS1 region of HS1.
This region of HS1 is known to be responsible for late Fab-7 insu-
lator activity both in the BX-C and in transgene assays (39, 56).
Moreover, the pattern of LBC binding to its recognition elements
in dHS1 fits with the enhancer-blocking activity of the multim-
erized dHS1 subfragments, dHS1A and dHS1B. dHS1A, which
spans the two higher-affinity LBC elements, GAGA3 and GAGA4,
has stronger late blocking activity than the full-length Fab-7, while
dHS1B, which contains the two lower-affinity LBC recognition
elements, GAGA5 and GAGA6, has only moderate to weak late
blocking activity. Third, we found that LBC binding to recogni-
tion elements in dHS1 requires a GAGA motif. Consistent with a
critical role for LBC in insulator activity, when mutations in the
dHS1 GAGA motifs are combined with mutations in the GAGA
FIG 7 Mod(mdg4) and E(y)2 are also components of the LBC. Probe GAGA4
was incubated with late nuclear extracts, without and with either a control
preimmune rabbit serum (RabS) (lane 3), a preimmune rat serum (lane 4), a
rat polyclonal anti-GAF antibody (lane 5), a rabbit polyclonal anti-Mod-
(mdg4) antibody (lane 6), or a rat polyclonal anti-E(y)2 (Enhancer of yellow 2)
antibody (lane 7).
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motifs in pHS1 that are needed for early insulator activity, Fab-7
boundary function in the BX-C is abrogated. Drawing a further
connection between the LBC and late insulator activity is the find-
ing that mutations in the LBC GAGA motifs GAGA3 and GAGA4
weaken late insulator activity in transgene assays (56). Fourth, as
might be expected from the effects of GAGA motif mutations on
DNA binding in vitro and insulator function in vivo, one of the
protein components of the LBC is the GAGA factor, GAF. ChIP
experiments show that GAF is associated with Fab-7 HS1 se-
quences in vivo (25, 26). Though there is the caveat that the GAF
antibody does not distinguish between GAF in the LBC complex
and bulk GAF, this would nevertheless be consistent with the no-
tion that the LBC is bound to the Fab-7 insulator in vivo. The
involvement of GAF also fits with other experiments that have
implicated this protein in Fab-7 boundary activity (56, 84, 85).
However, it was previously thought that the primary function of
GAF was to generate a nucleosome-free region that would permit
the binding of proteins that function as insulators. The fact that
GAF is a component of the LBC would suggest that it likely has a
much more intimate connection to insulator activity than previ-
ously anticipated. Fifth, further supporting a functional connec-
tion between the LBC and late boundary activity is the fact that
two other proteins implicated in insulator function, Mod(mdg4)
and E(y)2, also appear to be LBC components. Moreover, ChIPs
show that Mod(mdg4), like GAF, is associated with Fab-7 HS1
sequences in vivo (25). As GAF and Mod(mdg4) often colocalize at
other known or predicted boundaries elsewhere in the genome,
the LBC is likely to be important for insulator function on a more
global scale.
While our characterization of the LBC is incomplete, what we
do know suggests that it is a fascinating complex. In addition to
having a surprisingly large minimal binding sequence of65 bp,
its DNA sequence recognition properties are unusually flexible. A
comparison of the three LBC recognition elements in dHS1 re-
veals no obvious sequence similarity other than the fact that they
share a GAGA motif (plus a preceding AA sequence). In unpub-
lished experiments, we have identified multiple LBC recognition
elements (by EMSA) in Fab-7 boundaries from three other Dro-
sophila species, D. yakuba, D. erecta, and D. pseudoobscura. As in
D. melanogaster, the LBC recognition elements in each of these
boundaries differ from those of their neighbors. Moreover,
though the recognition elements in the twoD.melanogaster group
species, D. yakuba and D. erecta, exhibit a high degree of sequence
similarity to the corresponding elements in D. melanogaster, the
sequences of the D. pseudoobscura recognition elements have little
in common with those in theD.melanogaster group species. While
mutations in the GAGA motifs GAGA3 and GAGA4 largely dis-
rupt binding to probes spanning GAGA3 and GAGA4 sites, the
presence of a GAGA motif in other contexts is not sufficient for
LBC binding. The LBC does not shift well-characterized binding
sequences for GAF in the promoters of several fly genes even
though these sequences are bound by GAF in nuclear extracts. In
addition to not being sufficient for stable binding, we have found
that a GAGA motif is not always necessary for LBC binding. The
Fab-7 boundaries from D. erecta and D. yakuba have four rather
than three LBC recognition elements. In both cases, one of the
four elements lacks a GAGA motif (D. Wolle, unpublished data).
Further evidence that the sequence recognition properties of
the LBC are unusual comes from mutagenesis experiments on
GAGA3-65 and GAGA4-65. While mutating the GAGA motifs
weakened LBC binding, mutations (12-bp substitutions) else-
where in the two probes had minimal effect.
Gel filtration experiments show that the LBC does not assemble in
a stepwise fashion on DNA but rather exists as a preassembled 700-
kDa complex. Our supershift experiments show that there are three
different proteins in this complex, GAF, Mod(mdg4), and E(y)2.
However, as we were able to test only known insulator proteins, there
could be as yet other unidentified or unknown proteins in the com-
plex. Additionally, as the LBC shift consists of several subbands whose
yield varies depending upon the probe, there may be adjutant factors
that associate stably with the complex only when the LBC binds to a
specific element.
The fly has two GAF protein isoforms, GAF519 and GAF581.
They share an N-terminal BTB domain and a single internal C2H2
zinc finger but have a distinct C-terminal domain. The zinc finger
is responsible for DNA binding, while the N-terminal BTB do-
main functions in protein-protein interactions. Since the GAF
BTB domains assemble into dimers, tetramers, and octomers, it
seems likely that the LBC contains two, if not more, GAF proteins
(66). Though this would not explain why the minimal recognition
element is at least 65 bp in length, it raises the possibility that the
LBC could simultaneously interact with several GAGA motifs. In
this respect it should be noted that each of the recognition ele-
ments in dHS1 has a single GAGA motif. While we have found
that the LBC binds independently to each element, our experi-
ments do not exclude the possibility that it binds simultaneously
to two or more elements. If this is the case, the LBC could poten-
tially interact with several GAGAG motifs spread out over a se-
quence extending 120 to 200 bp. However, this would likely re-
quire that the DNA wrap around the outside surface of the
complex as in the nucleosome. At about six times the mass of a
nucleosome, the size of the complex should be more than suffi-
cient to accommodate a DNA sequence of this length. Moreover,
there are precedents for wrapping extended recognition sequences
around large regulatory complexes. For example, fly PREs (which,
like insulators, span large [200-bp] nuclease-hypersensitive re-
gions) appear to be assembled by wrapping the PRE sequence
around a large complex containing DNA binding and Polycomb
group proteins (86).
Like GAF, Mod(mdg4) has an N-terminal BTB domain that
can self-assemble; however, in contrast to GAF, where the most
stable complex appears to be a dimer, the primary Mod(mdg4)
multimer is thought to be an octamer (87). Thus, the Mod(mdg4)
protein could be one of the more abundant components in the
LBC. If this is correct, then it could have a scaffolding role in the
complex since the Mod(mdg4) and GAF BTB domains interact
with not only themselves but also each other (82). While the BTB
domain is common to all Mod(mdg4) isoforms, there are 31 dif-
ferent C-terminal domains. Twenty-nine of these isoforms are
predicted to have DNA binding activity. Of these, one isoform has
a BED zinc finger domain like the DNA binding domain in the
BEAF insulator protein, while another, like the Elba1, Elba2, and
Insv insulator proteins, has a BEN DNA binding domain. Two of
these isoforms have C-terminal sequences that show no homology
to known DNA binding domains. The remaining 27 Mod(mdg4)
isoforms have a FLYWCH type Zn finger domain. While DNA
binding by Mod(mdg4) isoforms containing one of these FLY-
WCH Zn fingers has not yet been demonstrated, the Caenorhab-
ditis elegans PEB-1 protein has been shown to bind DNA via its
FLYWCH domain (80). Thus, a reasonable expectation is that the
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Mod(mdg4) protein(s) in the LBC will likely contribute to DNA
binding. Since the known Mod(mdg4)-GAF interactions are medi-
ated by the common BTB domain, it is possible that the LBC we
detect in 6- to 18-h embryos contains a mixture of several different
Mod(mdg4) proteins (which could even vary depending upon the
alternative splicing patterns that predominate in cells or tissue types
from which the complex is derived). If multiple Mod(mdg4) iso-
forms are present in the LBC, this could provide an explanation for its
unusually flexible sequence recognition properties. Alternatively, the
variable domains in one or more of the isoforms may contain signals
that mediate preferential incorporation of the isoform(s) into the
LBC. Resolving this issue as well as the possible roles of the Mod-
(mdg4) protein(s) as a scaffolding factor and/or in determining se-
quence specificity will require the purification of the complex.
The third component of the LBC is E(y)2. This small conserved
protein has been shown to interact with the general transcription
factor TFIID in flies, while the Saccharomyces cerevisiae counter-
part, Sus1, is a component of the SAGA complex (88, 89). In
addition to functioning with the transcriptional apparatus, E(y)2 has
been shown to interact with the insulator protein Su(Hw). While
E(y)2 is not needed for the enhancer-blocking activity of Su(Hw)
insulators, it is required to block silencing induced by Polycomb re-
sponse elements (PREs). Since one of the important functions of
Fab-7 as well as of other insulators in the BX-C is to prevent PREs in
silenced cis-regulatory domains from turning off their active neigh-
bors, it would be reasonable to think that E(y)2 plays a similar role in
the LBC. In fact, this is precisely what happens in the 
HS1 and
GAGA1–6 mutants: the PRE in iab-7 inappropriately silences the
iab-6 cis-regulatory domain in a subset of the PS11 cells.
In addition to the unusual sequence recognition properties of
the LBC, the other distinguishing feature of the LBC is that its
activity is developmentally restricted. It is enriched in nuclear ex-
tracts prepared from late embryos, while it is present at only low
levels in extracts from early embryos. The Elba factor is the only
other known developmentally regulated insulator complex, and
its activity is restricted to early embryos because two of the Elba
subunits, Elba1 and Elba3, are midblastula transition genes (57,
58). Conceivably, a similar mechanism could account for the late
appearance of the LBC activity in nuclear extracts. One potential
candidate would be the GAF isoform GAF581. Unlike GAF519,
whose message is maternally deposited, expression of GAF581
does not commence until around 6 h (90). While the delayed
expression of the GAF581 isoform would fit nicely with the LBC
developmental profile, functional studies would argue that if there
is an LBC-specific isoform, it would be GAF519, not GAF581 (91).
As the two GAF isoforms are subject to stage-specific posttransla-
tional modifications, an alternative possibility is that modification
plays a critical role in the assembly of the LBC and the incorpora-
tion of the GAF protein. Of course, other components of the LBC
components could be responsible for its stage specificity. One pos-
sibility would be the expression of specific Mod(mdg4) isoforms
that are needed to scaffold the assembly of the LBC complex.
There could also be an as yet unidentified stage-specific protein(s)
that is needed for complex formation. Further studies should re-
solve this question.
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